
The recent urban develop-
ment of the city of Genoa 
has led, as in many other 
cases, to an uneven distri-
bution of urban services. 
As result fundamental 
urban provision as infra-
structure, services, public 
spaces and wealth are 
concentrated in the city 
center. This has, and con-
tinues to, implied the de-
pendence of the periphe-
ral areas to the city center.
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PUT ASIDE 

urban development

Peripheries, as a result of a common negative per-
spective, are often seen as problematic areas for whi-
ch ‘amelioration’ is possible just by their demolition. 
The project, taking the case of Begato (Genoa, Italy), 
shows instead possibilities for intervention by inter-
preting peripheries not as problems but as assets. 
Making the most of the potentials, it is then proposed 
the activation of the existing spaces and social capital 
through the design of a community gardening network.
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The uneven distribution is what has led to the so called ‘problem of peripheries’. 
This is usually approached by the authorities with different perspectives and ap-
proaches depending if the interest area is a former industry or a social housing 
area. While for the first it is usually put effort, the latter is usually felt as a too 
big problem to be dealt and so either considered the demolition or abandon 
any intervention intention. This is the case of the social housing area of Begato.
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Despite the neighbourhood is composed 
by different parts, Sector 9 is the sym-
bol of the social housing area of Begato. 
This is due to the negative connotation 
it has assumed in the public opinion, 
thanks to  different problematics it has 
beeen protagonist since its creation.

The area has been for years considered 
as problematic and so needing interven-
tion for ‘amelioration’. However, despite 
numerous studies and proposals,  very 
little has been done and just  for showing 
an (apparent) attention to the situation 
by the athorities.   Apart the just appa-
rent interest shown, the transformation 
projects (always been just on paper) and 
intent now seems to have been put aside.

(TOO BIG PROBLEM)

A NEIGHBORHOOD AT THE PAST PARTICIPLE, 

FORGOTTEN, ABANDONED. UNFORTUNATE.                                      
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The current approach, seeing Begato as a lost cause,  
is the result of a negative perspective, from years of 
stigmatisation and of looking univocally at the pro-
blems of the area and limitations to intervention.
But it is important to point out how there is 
also an other perspective which sees Bega-
to not only for its problems but also for its po-
tentials, which if combined together can make 
it an asset, base for  successfull interventions.

The ‘perceived importance’ 
is a approximate measure of 
the number of time (and po-
ses to) the topic in question in 
the research and interviews.
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we do all we can, but the 

feeling  is  that  some-one 

doesn’t want anything to 

change.

                 n. bodrato (volunteer)
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UPON  POTENTIALS

Existing SOCIAL NETWORKS

LANDSCAPE character & land use

historical features & tradition

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF INTERVENTION UNDER THE UMBRELLA OF COMMUNITY GARDENING
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Community gardening, put at 
network, brings together the diffe-
rent levels of intevention by con-
necting physically and socially, re-
covery the traditional agricultural 
use and features of the area, give 
accessibility to land and public acti-
ve quality spaces, and activate the 
population in taking care of their 
spaces and their social relations.
In turn would be also reduced stig-
matisation of the area and its inha-
bitants and stimulate initiatives.   

Community gardening is  a form of gardening carried by people as  a group and 
often sharing space and resources. It is proven to strenghten the community invol-
ved while giving a purpose to urban spaces otherwise unused or unmanitained.

The project entails guidelines and directi-
ves for the project to be developped by 
the local community. The professional role  
here played is then of facilitator and indi-
cator   of measures for this to be possible.



1      IDENTIFICATION OF LAND 2     ACCESS TO LAND 3     GOVERNMENTAL STRUCTURE

First step is to identify which areas could be su-
itable and available for community gardening, 
,as well as their connection paths, basing on 
its ownership, past use and current conditions.

Once the potential areas are identified, basing on 
their ownership status, is then formulated the process 
through which can get hold of them.  As result the en-
tire areas can be  given in responsability to two diffe-
rent associations which, by stipulating a cooperation 
agreement, can become part of the common project 
of community gardening in Begato. While they have 
separated bureocratical responsibility, the decision 
should be taken in  collaboration and agreement. 



1   begato diamante

2   COSTA DI TEGLIA

3   begato TEGLIA

4   BRIGNOLE

  5  RIVAROLO

4     SUGGESTION OF USES AND DESIGN

lots subdivision & uses ‘must have’ guidelines
In order to facilitate and provide more specific indica-
tions of the physical development of the network are 
then given guidelines on where the paths could lay, and 
on how the areas could be subdived amoung the diffe-
rent community gardening typologies. It is suggested a 
mixture of types for each area for contribuing to a mix of 
users and interaction; as well as the presence of common 
spaces of socializing character to be shared by all, so to 
allow more directly the above mentioned interaction.  
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   IS A STRUCTURAL INTERVENTION    

   NEEDED? 

1   begato diamante
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 design principles

USE EXISTING STRUCTURES

low impact & FLEXIBLE 

SOLUTIONS

USE TRADITIONAL (OR 

INSPIRED) FEATURES

FULLFILL ‘MUST HAVE’ 

GUIDELINES

PRIORITY TO PRACTICALITY

VARIETY AND MIXTURE OF 

USES

The spacious and plain surface of the ro-
oftops could provide a viable space for 
gardening. However, due to the size of 
the building themselves, they become 
often hard to access and unsafe places.
Moreover they would allow access 
just to who living in the building. 
While not included in the first pha-
se of the project ,they could be 
used in a secondary stage, where 
the gardening network proves to 
be working and wishing to expand.

why not use THE rooftops?

new central 

square

new gardening
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grouping of 

parking

To present  what at a smaller scale the suggestion 
of design entails, is shown the case of area 1 ‘Bega-
to Diamante’, where it corresponds to Sector 9 itself. 

Despite the project moves from the current situation for which the munici-
pality is lacking both fundings and will to invest in the area, it is identified 
the need for a more structural intervention, to provide the neighbourho-
od with a safer and encouraging socialisation and gathering environment. 
Such is wished to be coming as a result from positive inputs that the com-
munity gardening network might bring and so coming as phase 3.

common gathering

common

playgroundThe punctual selection of lots in 
the area is based on the previous 
analysis of the neighbourhood 
and its specific characteristics. 

Basing on this is then identified 
what is public land, of this what is 
green space or playground, what 
is easily accessible (prioritizing 
centrality) , and then identified 
the areas with better exposition.
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1   begato diamante - collective gardens
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 design principles

Within the area 1 ‘Begato Diaman-
te’ it is then presented the zoom in 
of one of the collective gardening 
lots, so to indicate at an even more 
detailed level how the design and 
its principles could be translated. 

The area has been chosen to be shown because of 
its existing character that for topography and boun-
daries can be considered of particular difficulty.
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Due to the topography, in order to gain the most surface available 
and improve the accessibility, it is suggested the management of  
the slope by the realization of terraces.  These can be achieved throu-
gh the application of low impact and easy to realize techniques, with 
the regularization of the height difference along the height curves.

0                                      1m
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The terraces are a traditio-
nal feature of the ligurian 
inland - agrarian landsca-
pe. While usually stone 
walls, in this specific case 
are applied wooden terra-
ces (because stone ones 
not already in place) so 
to recall the traditional 
feature  as well as apply 
low impact techniques 
with the reuse of locally 
available material (the 
wood can be in fact avai-
lable from the woodland 
cleaning necessary in 
most of the other areas).

Due to the possible reduced fertility of the soil it is suggested the use of raised beds. By the realization of eleveted boxes 
and the addition of fertile soil are in fact created better conditions for cultivation. This can be realized by the use of diy 
solutions with use of recycled (or easy to access) material. It is for instance proposed the option of timber raised beds.

THE TERRACES

THE RAISED BEDS THE gathering area

THE TERRACES & the cultivation area
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